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Q: Are there any activities in Iceland for tourists 
with young kids that you would recommend?

a: visiting the swimming pools is the first thing that comes to mind. 
the pool in the suburb of Árbær is reportedly quite popular with 

families with young children because of the indoor pool for kids but 
the other pools are also popular among this group. the blue lagoon 
would also be suitable. 

more information on the city’s pools is available on its website, 
reykjavik.is.  

you could also visit the reykjavik Zoo and family Park and near-
by botanical gardens located in laugardalur (the same area as the 
city’s largest swimming pool, laugardalslaug). for more informa-
tion go to mu.is. 

If it’s a rainy day, you could visit skemmtigarðurinn, an indoor 
game center with a ‘jungle zone’ playground and other attractions 
in the smáralind shopping center in kópavogur, a town in the great-
er reykjavík area. 
 

Helen  
Ireland

Q: Where can I find local, emerging artists 
in Iceland, especially in Reykjavík and 
Seyðisfjörður?

a: check out the website of the association of Icelandic visual 
artists for current exhibitions by Icelandic artists in Iceland and 
abroad. sim.is/syningar

while in seyðisfjörður, visit skaftfell – center for visual arts. the 
center has an exhibition space and also hosts a residency program 
with artists from around the world. 

you should also check out roshambo, a collection of three art-
ists based in seyðisfjörður. they have a workshop in the center of 
town. 

a number of seyðisförður’s artists were featured in an article in 
the january-march 2013 issue of Iceland Review. 

Rachel Mello  
Somerville, 
Massachusetts, U.S.

PHOtOS By PÁLL StEfÁNSSON
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Q: Why did Iceland change from left-hand to 
right-hand traffic?

a: until 1968, unlike most other european countries, Icelanders 
drove on the left side of the road like the brits and the Irish. they 
decided to make the change mainly for two reasons: 

two years earlier, sweden, the only other european nation to 
drive on the left side of the road at the time, apart from the u.k., 
Ireland and Iceland at the time, decided to make the change. Ice-
landic authorities thought it would be wise for Iceland to also drive 
on the right side of the road to make it easier for tourists visiting 
Iceland and for Icelanders traveling abroad. 

the other reason for Iceland making the change was that most 
of the cars that were imported to Iceland were designed for right-
side traffic, i.e., with the steering wheel on the left, unlike most 
cars in britain and Ireland. 

Q: Where can I get more information 
about hiking trails in Iceland, including the 
Þórsmörk-Landmannalaugar trail?

a: you can purchase the map Þórsmörk-landmannalaugar (which 
includes the route to skógar) from fÍ, at book stores in Iceland or 
from eymundsson.is which ships internationally.  

fjallabak nature reserve can be bought at the Iceland travel 
assistance (Ita) office in reykjavík, in Ita huts in fjallabak, in 
bookshops in Iceland and online at eymundsson.is. 

fuels for camping stoves are available from gas stations and 
outdoor and adventure stores around town such as everest at 
skeifan 6 in reykjavík. It’s best to ask around once you arrive to 
see which store is closest to your accommodation in reykjavík. 

Łukasz Chmiel ́nski  
Warsaw, Poland

Kevin  
Ottawa, Canada

Q: Why does one of the Icelandic words for 
snow reference dogs?

a: Hundslappadrífa (lit: ‘dog feet snow’), probably refers to snow-
flakes as large as a dog’s paw, or more specifically, a cluster of wet 
snowflakes gently falling down from the heavens in calm weather. , 
according to meteorologist trausti jónsson.

this is the type of snow people usually find very christmassy 
and is quick to cover everything in a soft blanket of snow, branch-
es of trees, railings and roofs of houses, creaks under your feet 
and can easily be made into snowballs. 

trausti added that the word hundslappadrífa first appeared in 
a written source in 1898, a newspaper. he mentioned two other 
sources where the weather phenomenon is described where the 
size of the snowflakes, or cluster of snowflakes, is emphasized, 
further supporting the metaphor of a dog's paw. 

there’s a very curious article (in Icelandic) on the university 
of Iceland’s science web, visindavefur.is, about words for snow, 
mentioning many more. 

It states that hundslappadrífa, that is, extensive snowfall in still 
weather, also goes by skæðadrífa, logndrífa, kafaldsmyglingur,  
lognkafald and ryk. the name for this type of snow varies a bit 
between regions. 

 

Sean 
Northern Ireland
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Before the first people settled per
manently in Iceland, seafarers 
came and went. the first norseman 

to discover the country was naddoddur 
Ástvaldsson from norway. Upon his de
parture, snow fell on the mountains and 
so he named the country snæland (‘snow
land’). He was followed by swedish Viking 
Garðar svavarsson. after one winter in 
north Iceland, he humbly named the coun
try Garðarshólmur (‘Isle of Garðar’)—after 
himself. the name that stuck came from 
Flóki Vilgerðarson. His first attempt of set
tling in the West Fjords shattered because 
of a harsh winter. as he left, he looked 
upon a fjord filled with drift ice and named 
the country Ísland (‘Iceland’).

now, more than 1,000 years later, Pro
mote Iceland has been seeking suggestions 
from travelers on what the country should 
be called, based on their experiences. 
this is part of an Inspired by Iceland tour
ism marketing campaign and—contrary to 
a widespread misunderstanding—is just 
a bit of fun and won’t result in the country  
actually being renamed. tourists have been 
eager to participate and here are some of 
their suggestions and the reasoning behind 
the names they’ve chosen.

wonder land

It’s a complete Wonder land because of the 
spectacular scenery seen nowhere else in 
the world, and the contrasts between one 
place and the next are stunning. Geysers and 
volcanoes are a passion of mine and seeing 
them together in one place is something I’ll 
never forget. My favourite memory of Ice
land was walking along the wonderful black 
beach in Vík and seeing the sunset over the 
water. I just couldn’t stop staring.

Hannah Muston

endless nIght land

People tend to focus on the midnight sun in 
Iceland, but for me it’s the endless nights of 
the winters that are the most magical. the 24 
hours of beautiful, velvety blackness punc
tuated by the rainbow of the northern lights 
and scattered with stars. the awesome won
der of a neverending night.

Nathan Hardy

What does the country mean to you?

Iceland 
by another 
name

best country to grow a beard land

I left my home in the warm, desert climate 
of Phoenix, arizona, cleanshaven and giddy 
as a kid to embark on my Iceland adventure.  
Fast forward a few days and I met a hand
some local chap who I noted had substantially 
more facial hair than I. It made him fit in with 
the landscape, like an ancient Viking. When in 
Rome… so I decided I should heed the subtle 
advice my new friend was giving me—live 
free, grow a beard and be happy!

Jason Holecheck

awesome jumPer land

Icelandic jumpers are rugged and striking just 
like the country’s landscape. they are stylish, 
beautiful and practical like so many of the peo
ple. even the way many are produced—hand
knitted by individuals, but brought together to 
distribute and market, seems to represent the 
collective spirit of how things seem to be done 
in Iceland. 

James Holdaway

Intro by Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir. 

Quotes from inspiredbyiceland.com
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PHOtOS By GEIR ÓLAfSSON

But there are so few months of the 
year when you can cycle in Iceland,” 
a friend of mine once commented 

when I told her that I rode my bike to work 
every day. I explained that for most days of 
the year, the ground is snow and ice free—at 
least in Reykjavík—and if necessary, studded 
tires are great for winter traction.

there’s something about the fresh air and 
getting your circulation going, arriving wide 
awake and reenergized to work in the morn
ing that becomes addictive. and more and 
more Icelanders are catching on. However, 
cycling in the center of the capital can test 
one’s nerves—either swaying past pedes
trians on sidewalks or annoying drivers in 
rush hour traffic. thankfully, the situation is 
set to improve as city authorities are now 
constructing new separated cycle and walk
ing paths to make Reykjavík more bicycle
friendly and connect the city’s cycle path 
network with neighboring communities.

While cycling in winter can be enjoyable 

in its own right, nothing beats long rides 
on sunny summer days. there are plenty 
of opportunities to explore the city on two 
wheels—some tourism operators even offer 
guided cycling tours. 

For instance, try biking from Öskjuhlíð 
where the Perlan landmark building is 
perched, westwards along the seaside of 
Fossvogur, past the nauthólsvík thermal 
beach and onwards to Vesturbær, the West 
end of town. You can continue past the capi
tal’s borders and through seltjarnarnes, all 
the way to the lighthouse on Grótta. the spit, 
which turns into an island at high tide, is fa
mous for its birdlife.

another recommended tour is to head 
in the opposite direction from the starting 
point, cycle to the bottom of the cove and 
continue through the valley Fossvogsdalur, 
which separates Reykjavík and Kópavogur. 
Green and flowery during the summer, the 
valley is an oasis in the busy capital area. It 
connects with another valley, elliðaárdalur, 

Cycling is becoming an increasingly popular means of travel in Iceland.

Pedal away 

through which a salmon river flows. the tall 
trees blocking out buildings, rabbits bounc
ing along the path and cheerful birdsong fill
ing the air, you’d think the city were a mil
lion miles away. the path leads through a 
stable area and onwards to nature reserve 
Heiðmörk where you can circle endlessly.

that should have been pointed out to Hol
lywood superstar Russell Crowe who was in 
Iceland in summer 2012 to shoot scenes for 
darren aronofsky’s Noah. He cycled to stay 
in shape but tweeted that Reykjavík was too 
compact for him to get a proper workout. 

Whether your wish is to exercise, get from 
a to B, go sightseeing, seek an adrenaline 
rush by downhill biking, cross or even circle 
the country, or simply enjoy the weather and 
view on a clear day, Iceland has something to 
offer. and you don’t have to bring your own 
bike. Rentals include: hjolafelagid.is, capita-
linn.is, kriacycles.com and icelandbike.com.

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir

CyClIng
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My dad woke me up and I heard a loud rumble. I looked out 
the window and saw a wall of fire extend from the moun
tain. My first thought was that a war had broken out—with 

the Cold War being on everyone’s mind—and remember feeling re
lieved when I realized it was a volcanic eruption… I was 13.”

this is how Kristín Jóhannsdóttir, marketing manager of Vest
mannaeyjar (the Westman Islands), recollects the volcanic erup
tion of Heimaey which came without warning on January 23, 1973. 
she and her siblings were brought to the harbor from where ships 
carried islanders to safety on the mainland. Miraculously, only one 
person perished. 

the next two and a half years Kristín and her family stayed as 
eruption refugees in Reykjavík, at first with relatives, then in tem
porary housing. Her father remained on Heimaey throughout the 
eruption to help save whatever could be salvaged. 

also making a hasty escape that fateful night was Gerður G. sig
urðardóttir, who was devastated when she realized that her new 
house had been buried in a 15meter thick layer of pumice, emitted 
during the eruption, which died down on July 3, 1973. 

But now her house is being excavated and Gerður has found  
everything the way she and her family had left it. a dome will be 
built on top of the house, which will become the center of the  
museum eldheimar (‘Worlds of Fire’), set to open in 2014 to mark 
the anniversary of the Heimaey eruption. 

on January 23, 2013, islanders remembered the anniversary of 
the eruption with a torch parade and fireworks show. the event was  
followed with the more celebratory Goslokahátíð (‘end of eruption 
Festival’) held annually during the first weekend in July.  

 
By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir

PomPeI of the north
To mark the 40th anniversary the Vestmannaeyjar volcanic eruption, 
a house buried in ash in 1973 has been dug out and put on display.  
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PHOtOS By GEIR ÓLAfSSON

When Vilhjálmur Vilhjálmsson took over as CEO of HB Grandi in 2012 he was 
no stranger to the company, after running the pelagic fish division for years. 

hb grandI 
– a leadIng fIshIng 
comPany In Iceland

HB Grandi is one of the largest fishing com
panies in Iceland and a leader in its field. the 
company has its headquarters in Reykjavík 
but processing plants in akranes and Vop
nafjörður, as well as in Reykjavík. HB Grandi 
markets its products worldwide—products 
made from both groundfish and pelagic fish 
caught and processed by the company’s 
800 employees.

HB Grandi is the only fishing company 
listed on the stock exchange in Iceland (First 
north) and has been listed since 1992. In 
recent years, the company has been doing 
well, has paid down its debts and invested 
in a new fishmeal factory at Vopnafjörður. 
the company also recently ordered two new 
ships to replace two of its older vessels. With 
the new ships, the company expects to fur
ther improve the efficiency of its operations. 
Vilhjálmur says that even though Icelanders 
have been fishing for over a thousand years 
they always place the greatest emphasis on 
using the latest advances in technology for 
fishing and processing. HB Grandi takes 
pride in its production of quality seafood 

products and respect for natural resources 
and responsible use of Iceland’s fishing 
grounds guide the company’s operations.

the fIshIng fleet

HB Grandi’s four freezer trawlers are large, 
well equipped vessels that catch and process 
redfish, saithe, cod, haddock, and Greenland 
halibut. the catch is processed as soon as 
it comes on board. the result is outstanding 
seafood from the clean waters of Iceland.

the three wetfish trawlers catch redfish, 
cod and saithe which are delivered to the 
processing plants in akranes and Reykjavík. 
the catch is precooled and well iced in tubs 
to preserve the quality of the fish.

HB Grandi also operates a sophisticated 
fleet for catching pelagic fish: blue whiting, 
herring, mackerel and capelin. a growing part 
of the catch is processed for human con
sumption in the company’s plants, while the 
remaining portion is processed into fishmeal 
and oil at the company’s fishmeal factories.

the ProcessIng Plants

HB Grandi operates groundfish process
ing plants in Reykjavík and akranes and ef
ficient freezing plants in Vopnafjörður and 
akranes which specialize in capelin, capelin 
roe, herring fillets and flaps and H/G mack
erel. Freezing of capelin mainly takes place 
from January to March and of herring from 
July to december while in its fishmeal facto
ries in Vopnafjörður and akranes, HB Grandi 
produces superior fishmeal and fish oil under 
strict quality control. the company operates 
a research laboratory where the raw materi
als and products are tested for quality. 

Vilhjálmur knows that the job is never fin
ished at Grandi: “HB Grandi is committed 
to supplying products and rendering ser
vices that fulfill the customers’ expectations 
regarding quality, safety and reliability. to 
that end, HB Grandi employs capable, ex
perienced employees and maintains quality 
management systems, that comply with in
ternationally recognized standards.”

 By Benedikt Jóhannesson

FISHERIES
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PHOtO By GEIR ÓLAfSSON

about a fifth of the Icelandic workforce 
is employed in industry, but since the 
beginning of the crisis the number has 

fallen slightly, particularly in construction. 
However, production and service companies 
in industry have done rather well. now there 
are signs that things are improving again, 
more jobs and more value are being created. 
still, the growth has not been as fast as many 
forecasted after the sharp devaluation of the 
Icelandic króna. 

according to svana Helen,  one of the 
factors hampering growth is education.  
“Human resources are the single most  
important factor, if we want to make Icelandic 
industry competitive. Hence, we must stress 
education in technical fields at all levels of 
education,” she says.

more Investment needed

Iceland has been concentrating on heavy 
industry, especially aluminum, with three 
smelters  currently in operation. does Ice
land need more investment in aluminum? 

svana Helen explains that investment is of 
key importance to Iceland’s economy. “one 
of the weaknesses of the Icelandic econo
my is low investment. Investment has been 
around 13 percent of GdP but should be at 
least 20 percent if we are to sustain a natu
ral employment level. therefore we would 
welcome new investment, whether it be in 
energy intense industries like aluminum or 
other fields.” 

Iceland needs more foreign investment, 
but the country needs to regain economic 
stability, svana Helen says.  Five years af
ter the downfall, capital controls are still 
in place with no end in sight. svana Helen 
has been an outspoken critic of the Icelan
dic króna and thinks Iceland should pursue 
its application to the european Union. she 
names three reasons: First, the lack of eco
nomic stability in Iceland; second, Iceland 
would be full and active member in all euro
pean cooperation; third, membership would 
greatly reduce the disadvantages associated 
with running a company in Iceland, which 
are nonexisting in neighboring countries. 

svana Helen acknowledges that there may 
be dis advantages, but regrets that there is 
not enough professional discussion on the 
matter. “We must be able to discuss this 
in a relaxed manner. the matter is of such  
importance to Iceland.”

the basIc values

as a leader, svana Helen has contemplated 
the qualities a leader should have. to her, 
a leader needs a clear vision, and must be 
optimistic and honest. “of course the leader 
must praise workers and reimburse them for 
success. the good old truths that people 
should not spend more than they earn and 
a company should not have excessive debt 
are still fundamental. discipline is needed to 
keep the manager on a straight track. the 
entrepreneur must inspire the workers and 
the manager must be aware of the inherent 
dangers in business, hence improving pro
ductivity and continually try to keep an edge 
on the competition.”

By Benedikt Jóhannesson

leader and 
entrePreneur

Svana Helen Björnsdóttir is 
the chair of the Federation of 
Icelandic Industries and founder 
of Stiki, a consulting and 
software company, specializing 
in data and computer safety, 
and has been active in the 
debate on the restoration of the 
Icelandic economy.  

InDuStRy
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a tale of two successes

Developed by Reykjavík-based TM Software, the software add-on 
Tempo is making major waves across continents.

tightly integrated with the software platform JIRa (developed 
by the australian company atlassian), the tempo plugin was 
initially developed as an internal solution for a time tracking 

painpoint felt by the organization’s numerous development teams. 
the product was launched externally in 2008 and has been growing 
exponentially ever since. 

Back in 2006, tM software was introduced to atlassian’s port
folio of software tools. this was part of the company’s initiatives to 
introduce agile tools to its internal development teams. JIRa was 
initially introduced for software development teams to help track 
issues and projects related to the development process and has 
extended to other uses since then, such as for agile marketing and 
sales, customer support and more.

Perseverance, resolve ... and a lIttle fun along 
the way

the company quickly discovered with its adopted agile and lean 
processes that its existing time tracking solution was neither  
efficient nor sufficiently accurate for the types of data needed for 
internal and customer billing purposes. employees had to book 
their time in two systems: one for salary and billing calculations and 
the other for agile project management. From this problem, tempo 
plugin was conceived.

as part of the company’s lean initiatives, primary problems were 
initially identified and solutions were created for them. tM soft
ware’s inhouse iteration of tempo was launched in 2007. after dis
covering a hole in the market for time tracking software related to 
JIRa, tempo plugin was foisted onto the international market as a 
tool for painless and accurate time tracking solution for JIRa issues 
and projects. 

early success

When tempo plugin was first introduced to the external market, 
there was little idea whether it would flourish or flounder. But with 
a lot of tenacity and determination, tempo met an early and con
sistent success. Perhaps it is because tM software and the tempo 

team were and continue to be actual stakeholders in their own 
product as both product developers and users, providing realtime 
reviews and tweaking, that the product has reached such accom
plishments.

today, atlassian’s JIRa is the most popular issue tracking system 
in the world and is used by nine out of ten Fortune 10 companies. 
tempo plugin is now used by nearly 4,000 companies in over 90 
countries worldwide, and has remained one of the topgrossing, 
most popular addons in atlassian’s Marketplace, since it was for
mally launched in June 2012, and was voted the best atlassian 
addon of 2012. the addon is available as both a locally hosted 
and on demand cloud solution. tempo’s customers range from 
small startups to large enterprises. 

the future’s so brIght

their swift success hasn’t gone to the tempo team’s heads. While 
continually growing in size, the group currently perseveres with a 
modest 15 fulltime employees, not including a handful of contrac
tors and consultants. the team does not include sales staff, but 
instead, relies heavily on inbound marketing strategies that targets 
tempo’s core audience, and an online sales system.

tempo’s team still remains tightly connected, delivering around 
eight product releases per year, in addition to one major product 
release. Building on the strong relationships the team has cultivated 
with its customers, in 2013 tempo plans to introduce a number of 
new JIRa addons to atlassian’s Marketplace, built from early test
ing and feedback from its customers. one new product will provide 
resource planning for agile and other teams using JIRa, and will 
launch over the upcoming months. another will provide innovative 
solutions for multiple organizational pain points related to billing, in
voicing, and generating fundamental customer and employee data.

tempo’s identity, as symbolized both in its name and logo, is 
representative of the cyclical and rhythmic nature of time and the 
need to move and remain in sync with it to reach their objectives. 
the team’s primary aim is to create tools that enable users to main
tain their rhythm and tempo, while continually reaching their goals. 
It plans to maintain its own rhythm while dancing into the future.

It

the tM Software team.
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Mentis Cura brings hope to 
sufferers of dementia.

growing disease in terms of cost and death 
rate,” Kristinn states.

today, there is no cure for alzheimer’s but 
Kristinn is hopeful early and more accurate 
diagnosis can help pharmaceutical compa
nies and researchers develop better treat
ment options. For that purpose, collabora
tion has been launched with researchers in 
europe and China. also, in spite of there not 
being any cure for the disease, early diagno
sis makes a world of difference for alzheim
er’s patients. “early diagnosis is a matter of 
human rights,” stated Fanney Proppé eiríks
dóttir, who chairs Faas, an association for 
relatives of alzheimer’s patients in Iceland, 
at the center’s opening. “It means that pa
tients can fight their own battles, instead of 
having to rely on their partners or children, 
take care of their own matters and retire with 
dignity.” With sigla, hope is given to suf
ferers of dementia. “doctors all around the 
world can send in eeG recordings. they’re 
inexpensive and available everywhere. We 
then send a report back,” explains Kristinn. 
While working on further diagnostic tools, 
Mentis Cura is aiming for sigla to be put to 
use around the world. already planning the 
next product launch, a biomarker for adHd 
will become available in late 2013. 

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir

I
celandic company Mentis Cura has de
veloped a biomarker to help diagnose 
alzheimer’s disease and other forms of 
dementia in their early stages. an all

Icelandic design, it’s the first of its kind in 
the world. In august 2013, the company 
signed a major contract with a large Chi
nese hospital. the tool, sigla (‘navigation’), 
also promises more accurate diagnosis, 
and efficient monitoring of the disease’s 
progress and the effect of medication than 
other methods available today. Mentis Cura 
opened its first diagnostic center in Reykja
vík in February 2013. “the reaction has been 
incredibly good; we have assisted over 40 
individuals seeking help with the diagno
sis. they are mostly referrals from GPs but 
some come here because they suspected 
that they might have alzheimer’s disease—
in some cases, their suspicion has been 
confirmed,” says Mentis Cura Ceo Kristinn 
Grétars son when we meet two months after 
the diagnostic center’s opening.

sigla, an easytouse tool, applies a five
minute eeG recording for the diagnosis. 

Comparing the results to an eeG database 
of over 5,000 carefullydocumented clinical 
cases of dementia and healthy individuals—
compiled by Mentis Cura’s research partners 
at landspítali national University Hospital in 
Iceland over the past ten years—sigla can 
differentiate between mild cognitive impair
ment, depression, alzheimer’s disease and 
lewy bodiesParkinson’s dementia. Whereas 
people aren’t usually diagnosed until the dis
eases are in their advanced stages, sigla can 
diagnose them years before conventional 
technology. and the need is dire. “there are 
36 million people who suffer from dementia 
in the world, including alzheimer’s. More and 
more people are affected each year because 
the world’s population is aging. every year, 
more than ten million people seek help with 
diagnosis without getting sufficient answers.” 
Kristinn points out that a recent study by the 
nIH (Us national Institute of Health) reveals 
that it takes more than three years and seven 
visits to the doctor to obtain a diagnosis for 
lewy bodiesParkinson’s dementia. the In
ternational alzheimer’s society predicts that 
by 2030, 66 million people will suffer from the 
disease and 115 million by in 2050. “today, 
alzheimer’s is the 18th largest economy in the 
world and the 2nd to 5th most common cause 
of death in the Western World. It’s the fastest

tECHnOlOgy

In Hope of 
a BrIgHter 
tomorrow

PHOtO By GEIR ÓLAfSSONMentis Cura CEO Kristinn grétars son.
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Unique basalt rock formations, uncountable islands, colorful 
birdlife and stunning scenery are some of the attractions 
which sum up Breiðafjörður Bay. separating snæfellsnes 

peninsula and the southern West Fjords, Breiðafjörður runs 50 km 
(30 miles) wide and 125 km (78 miles) long. 

among the many islands, islets and skerries—there are an  
estimated 3,000—is Flatey. the island is the largest in Breiðafjörður 
and the last that remains inhabited yearround. In former times the 
island was important both as a fishing centre and as the hub of 
the commercial life of Breiðafjörður. after peaking at 400 in 1900, 
the population now consists of just two farming families during the 
winter while the island is a popular destination among tourists dur
ing summer. 

arriving on the island, you really get that sense of time standing 
still. no cars are allowed onto the island so tractors and wheelbar
rows are the transport of choice for carting goods from the ferry 
down the island’s single street to the old town area. It’s there that 
the island hotel is located. Colorful 19th century houses, many of 
which have been renovated and turned into summer homes, are 
also scattered across the island. 

Breiðafjörður’s natural beauty is complemented by its rich bird 
and marine life. Puffins, eider ducks, shags, kittiwakes, fulmars and 
the occasional whitetailed eagle are among the bird species found 
in the area while the bay also boasts the ‘Big Five’: blue, fin, hump
back, minke and killer whales.

seatours run a range of trips including day tours to Flatey, whale 
watching and various gourmet tours, such as the Vikingsushi  
adventure which offers guests a taste of the region’s fresh seafood: 
scallops and sea urchins eaten fresh on the boat with soya sauce, 
wasabi, ginger, lemon and a glass of white wine.

the company also runs the ferry Baldur, which sails across the 
bay, considerably shortening the route between the midwest and 
West Fjords. Passengers who wish to stop at Flatey for a few hours 
or longer along the way (Baldur sails twice daily during summer 
and to a reduced schedule during winter), can have their car ferried 
across where it will be waiting on their arrival. 

seatours.is
  By Zoë Robert

beautIful breIðafjörður

Head out to sea to uncover the magic of Breiðafjörður Bay. 

tRAVEl

PHOtO By PÁLL StEfÁNSSON

From Flatey.
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friðheimar is one of the largest tomato farms in Iceland,  
located in the hub of Iceland’s greenhouse farming in Reyk
holt, south Iceland. the farm is run by couple Knútur Rafn  

Ármann and Helena Hermundardóttir with their five kids taking  
active part in farm work. Moving from the city, they bought the 
abandoned farm in 1995 and restored the onsite greenhouses, 
the oldest of which was built in 1946. “We needed a place that 
could combine our interests, horticulture and horse breeding, a 
place where a couple of 25yearolds could settle down,” explains  
Knútur. they started dating in high school, then he moved on to study 
agronomy and she enrolled at the Icelandic Horticultural College. 

the biggest advantage of Icelandic horticulture farming is close
ness to markets. “the tomatoes are harvested in the morning, 
picked up in the early afternoon and sometimes become avail
able in stores the same day,” says Knútur. “It also enables us to 
let the tomatoes ripen longer than in many places abroad,” adds  
Helena, “making them redder and sweeter when they reach con
sumers.” they produce four types of tomatoes and, to a lesser extent,  
cucumbers. Icelandic tomatoes hold a 70 percent share on the 
dom estic market and Friðheimar provide 18 percent of the total 
supply, 370 tons in 2012. Knútur and Helena are also about to 
launch a new product, a drink made from the juice of second and 
thirdclass tomatoes designed to give consumers an energy boost.

“When one considers that 90 percent of a cucumber and tomato 
is water, one is bound to conclude that the quality of the water 
is an important taste factor,” theorizes Knútur of his products’  

At Friðheimar, farming and tourism 
goes hand in hand.

tomatoes and tourIsts
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popularity. “Foreign vegetable farmers are amazed when I tell them 
that in Iceland we water our plants with drinking water.” another 
factor in the quality of Icelandic products is the lack of pesticides 
in greenhouses; biological pest controls replaced chemicals about 
15 years ago. “My job as a vegetable farmer is to manage the flies; 
if I see too many whiteflies, I release some more green flies,” says 
Knútur, making it sound like a video game. He also has to manage 
the bees used to pollinate the tomato plants.

tourism has proven a valuable extra income source for Friðheimar. 
“It started out with horse shows,” explains Knútur. Friðheimar has a 
herd of around 40 horses. “I thought foreign tourists might be inter
ested in learning more about the Icelandic horse,” he says. His and 
Helena’s children help demonstrate the different gaits at shows with 
narrations running in a range of languages. afterwards, the tourists 
get to meet the horses. “they always love petting them,” Knútur 
smiles. the greenhouses caught their attention too and Friðheimar 
eventually became a regular stop on Reykjavík excursion’s Golden 
Circle tour. “I give a little speech about greenhouse farming, show 
the guests around and then they get a cup of tomato soup,” says 
Knútur. He and Helena have installed a kitchen in the main green
house. “We welcomed 25,000 guests last year and expect 40,000 
this year.” Buses drop by every day. “We work on Christmas eve 
and new Year’s day,” says Helena. “It’s a conscious decision. dairy 
farmers have to work every day too.” 

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir

FARMIng

PHOtOS By PÁLL StEfÁNSSONthe farm is run by couple Helena Hermundardóttir and Knútur Rafn Ármann.
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the aluminum industry contributes IsK 90 billion (Usd 753 
million) to the Icelandic economy annually, making the indus
try a heavyweight in the Republic’s economy. approximately 

1,800 people are employed directly by the three aluminum compa
nies operating in Iceland with 2,800 employed by related industries. 

In March 2013, the Institute of economic studies at the University 
of Iceland released a report on the direct and indirect contribution 
of the aluminum industry to the Icelandic economy. the authors of 
the report concluded that the industry in conjunction with the en
ergy sector is a major industry in the Icelandic economy. 

the report says that the aluminum’s industry annual direct and 
indirect contribution to the economy corresponds to 7 percent of 
Iceland’s GdP. In comparison, Iceland’s single largest industry, the 
seafood industry, is estimated to contribute 18 percent of the GdP. 
aluminum’s share in exports has grown steadily and now consti

tutes 40 percent of export products, a similar percentage as the 
seafood industry. 

of the three aluminum producers in Iceland, alcan Iceland ltd. is 
the oldest. It’s located in straumsvík, just southwest of the capital 
region. alcan has around 450 employees and an annual production 
capacity of 188,000 tons. the secondoldest is norðurál – Cen
tury aluminum, located on Grundartangi east of akranes in West 
Iceland. norðurál employs 500 people and produces 275,000 tons 
per year. norðurál is now in talks with the government on build
ing a new topoftheline smelter in Helguvík, near Keflavík in 
southwest Iceland. the newest smelter is that of alcoa Fjarðaál in 
Reyðarfjörður in the east Fjords, employing 500 people and pro
ducing 350,000 tons of aluminum annually. alcoa also considered 
building a 300,000ton smelter in Bakki near Húsavík in northeast 
Iceland but aborted those plans in 2011.  

By Páll Stefánsson

heavy metal
The light metal industry is a heavyweight in the Icelandic economy. 

ECOnOMy

PHOtO By GEIR ÓLAfSSON
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More and more tourists are traveling to Iceland by cruise 
ship. In 2013, 80 ships sailed to Reykjavík and 12 other 
destinations in Iceland, making around 250 calls. every 

year, cruises are becoming more popular and Iceland is offering 
more and more destinations, each with their own special tours and 
activities, not to forget the great photo opportunities. 

In the past decade, the number of ports marketing themselves to 
cruise ships has grown, almost year by year. tourists flock to take 
part in the various activities, whether it be  shopping, horseback 
riding, cave diving or simply enjoying the unique seafood at local 
restaurants. Bus companies offer trips to the most exotic places 
and you can also decide to see the country from above, by helicop
ter or airplane. the adventures are just waiting to happen.

By Benedikt Jóhannesson

cruIsIng to Iceland
Adventure at sea.
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leaving Reykjavík harbor, Viðey and Mt. Esja in the background.
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After his acclaimed performance as a shipwrecked fisherman in 
Baltasar Kormákur’s the Deep, Ólafur Darri Ólafsson 
has landed some exciting roles.

hollywood callIng

FIlM

Ólafur darri Ólafsson’s parts range 
from macho marine engineers, to 
mentallydisabled gentle giants, to 

partyloving playboys. through the lead 
in the much praised docudrama the deep 
(djúpið) by Baltasar Kormákur, which was 
shortlisted for a 2013 foreignlanguage os
car nomination, he proved that he is among 
Iceland’s top artists. 

HIgHS AnD lOwS

The Deep is based on the incredible feat 
of Guðlaugur Friðþórsson, a fisherman in 
Vestmannaeyjar (the Westman Islands), who 
swam three nautical miles for five hours in 
ice cold waters and then walked barefoot 
across a rugged lava field for three hours to 
safety, after his ship, Hellisey VE 503, sank 
one harsh winter’s day in 1984. the four 
other crew members perished. 

“It was no easy task but a rewarding ex
perience", says darri, as the actor is usually 
called. all ocean scenes, apart from a few 
underwater shots that were taken in a swim

ming pool, were actually filmed in the ocean, 
under authentic circumstances. special ef
fects weren’t used to any extent. It was im
portant to make the film as authentic as pos
sible, not to give a fake picture of what it was 
like being a fisherman at the time. I was often 
at a loss and sometimes came close to giving 
up. I wasn’t really going to give up but it just 
seemed so impossible at times. once when I 
hit a low Baltasar [Kormákur, the director] told 
me to imagine how great it would be at the 
premiere to be able to say that we did it all for 
real—and he was right; we certainly enjoyed 
the fruits of our labor.”

BRAVIng tHE COlD

While in real life, Guðlaugur swam to shore in 
5°C (41°F) cold water in the dead of winter, 
most of the ocean shots for The Deep were 
taken in early autumn 2010 when the ocean 
was about five degrees warmer.

“the sea was cold but I wore a wetsuit. 
Cold comes and goes and a cup of hot choc
olate was waiting for me and it was great to 

relax in the hot tub at the swimming pool in 
Garður afterwards. Just wonderful. I always 
felt safe in the ocean, there were people look
ing out for me. and to be honest, it was cozy 
at times, plainly meditative to be carried with 
the waves. the hardest part was the landing 
scene.” darri refers to the scene where his 
character finally reaches land and the wild 
surf knocks him against rocks on the hostile 
beach. “We had to do it three times in three 
days—when we made the shot that ended 
up being used in the scene it was very windy 
and not without risk. But I was surrounded 
by good people who were prepared to walk 
through fire for me.”

PHySICAl AnD MEntAl tRIAlS

Filming in the ocean wasn’t the only chal
lenge the crew faced, they also shot in a sink
ing ship in the Helguvík harbor. “We had to 
sink the ship more than once. engineers had 
to work out how to overturn and sink it. they 
weren’t certain of the best way to proceed—
mostly they’re working on how to keep ships 

Darri in his role in Stormland. Darri as guðlaugur in The Deep.
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afloat. I think they rather enjoyed them
selves. they had to use two large cranes and 
chains to the ocean floor. once the ship sank 
accidentally and then it just had to be fished 
up and sunk again.”

the role wasn’t only challenging for darri 
physically, as he also had to convey certain 
emotions while in the freezing water. “Men
tally the role was difficult because I had 
to put myself into the mind of a man who 
survived—it was a miracle, it wasn’t sup
posed to be possible—while others died. It 
must have been extremely difficult for him to 
experience. I found it harder to play those 
scenes than those that were physically de

manding. they were really trying and the pre
miere took me back to that place.” 

HOllywOOD COMES KnOCKIng 

darri holding dual citizenship—he was born 
in new Britain, Connecticut in 1973—made it 
easy for Ben stiller to cast him in a supporting 
role in his remake of The Secret Life of Walter 
Mitty, partly filmed in Iceland in 2012, set to 
premiere in late 2013. stiller praised darri’s 
performance on twitter, calling him, “one of 
the best actors in Iceland.” 

In late december it was revealed that darri 
has been cast for A Walk Among the Tomb-

stones, directed by scott Frank (Minority Re-
port, 2002), in which the leading role is played 
by liam neeson. darri will also play in the 
television series True Detectives with Matthew 
McConaughey and Woody Harrelson.

When asked on an earlier occasion whether 
his ambitions might lead him to Hollywood, 
darri responded, “I would go there for the 
right part but not necessarily move there. 
artistically, I have all the motivation I need in 
Iceland. But I like to keep my options open,” 
adding, “It’s vital to try new things, to push 
one’s boundaries.” 

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir

“I always felt safe in the ocean, there were 

people looking out for me. And to be honest, 

it was cozy at times, plainly meditative to be 

carried with the waves.”

PHOtO By PÁLL StEfÁNSSON
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Meet Guðmundur Jörundsson, whose celebrated collections of 
vintage-inspired designs have made him—already at 25—one of Iceland’s leading 
fashion designers.  

the jör factor
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JÖR by guÐMunDuR JÖRunDSSOn is 
a new Icelandic fashion label, the creation 
of fashion designer guðmundur Jörunds-
son and the company’s co-founder, gunn-
ar Örn Petersen. the debut collection, 
called JEwlA, was showcased in October 
2012, as a spring/summer 2013 menswear  
collection, and received great reviews from 
Icelandic fashion enthusiasts. “It was my 
first spring/summer collection ever and 
I was inspired by the traditional dress 
of Jews and priests, crystal jewelry and  
pastel colors, intertwined with chic modern 
patterns,” says guðmundur. 
guðmundur’s new collection JEwlIA, 
which premiered at the  2013 Reykjavík 
Fashion Festival (RFF), is constructed 
of high quality fabrics such as Holland & 
Cherry and was produced at a production 

house in turkey where luxury brands like Ar-
mani and Paul Smith produce their designs. 
guðmundur and his partner gunnar Örn are 
looking to expand into international mar-
kets. “we are very excited about the nordic 
countries as well as Japan,” guðmundur 
states. At the opening of RFF, he received 
an export grant from DHl in Iceland.
guðmundur graduated with a BA degree in 
Fashion Design from the Icelandic Acad-
emy of the Arts (IAA) in 2011 whilst working 
as the creative director and head designer 
of the local menswear brand KORMÁKuR & 
SKJÖlDuR (K&S). the brand is renowned 
for its masculine designs combined with 
classic tailoring. “I will still design for K&S 
and work on my own new collections simul-
taneously,” guðmundur notes. 

 By Anna Moiseeva

the catwalk premiere of guðmundur Jörundsson’s new JEwlIA collection during RFF at Harpa, March 16, 2013.
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through the centuries, sheep have kept 
their masters alive as a source of meat, 
fat, milk, wool and skins, and also pro

vided the materials for tools and toys. a clear 
sign of their value: the Icelandic word for 
sheep, fé, also means money. 

the hardy creatures run wild in the sum
mer and—as proven during the disastrous 
blizzard that struck north Iceland’s mountain 
pastures in september 2012—can survive up 
to 45 days under a cover of snow. among 
surviving sheep were two lambs that man
aged to dig themselves out of the snowdrifts 
that trapped them and, in spite of their moth
er being among the around 10,000 sheep 
that perished, were able to handle the harsh 
winter conditions in the mountains until they 
were recovered 110 days after the snow
storm.

the toughest of the tough are the lead
er sheep, forystufé, which lead the herds  
across obstacles and to cover in bad weath
er. they are not a separate breed but have 
special characteristics. leader sheep are 
described as longlegged, skinny, fit and re
silient, with large intelligent eyes; they have 
a light and special kind of walk and their 
coat is often dark in color. leader sheep are 
mentioned in the Icelandic sagas but have 
also been known in other countries—they 

are even referenced in the Bible. However, 
nowadays, their breeding appears to be lim
ited to Iceland.

sheep are among the animals brought to 
Iceland with the norse settlers more than 
1,100 years back and have been isolated on 
the island since. they are of the shorttailed 
breed, which used to be common across 
northern europe but can now only be found 
there in small numbers, and in even smaller 
numbers in Russia. Icelandic sheep were 
first exported to north america in the 1980s, 
where the breed is in rapid growth. 

While Icelandic sheep are bred almost 
entirely for their meat nowadays, wool is a 
valued byproduct. the coat has an inner 
and outer layer and two kinds of fiber. these 
are called tog, long, wavy, coarse and water
resistant outer hairs, and þel, short, fine, light 
and insulating inner hairs. this is a special 
characteristic Icelandic sheep are thought 
to have developed due to cold and fluctuat
ing weather conditions. the two variants of 
fiber can be spun separately but combined 
they’re used to make lopi, a special kind of 
yarn, of which the distinct Icelandic lopap-
eysa woolen sweater is produced.

like other Icelandic domestic animals, 
sheep come in many colors. the four 
main colors are white, gray, black and rust 

An early blizzard in September 
2012 put the resilience of the 
Icelandic sheep to the test.

In aPPrecIatIon 
of sheeP 

brown—most sheep are white—but there 
are many more color patterns and variants. 
For example, there are tens of different vari
ants of bicolor sheep. Both male and female 
sheep can be either polled or horned.

In late summer, the annual Icelandic 
Championship in Ram Groping is held in Hól
mavík, the West Fjords, where professionals 
and nonprofessionals can take a stab at 
ranking rams according to their qualities. the 
prize is sperm from the West Iceland sheep 
Insemination Center, much appreciated by 
breeders. the pairing of ewes and rams is a 
carefully calculated affair. the competition is 
held by the town’s sheep Farming Museum, 
dedicated to this particularly hardy creature 
to which Icelanders, to a considerable ex
tent, owe their existence.

as a token of appreciation, some listen
ers of Rás 2 cast their votes for the Icelandic 
sheep in the national radio station’s annual 
selection for Person of the Year in december 
2012.

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir
sources:
the farmers Association of Iceland (bondi.is); 
Statistics Iceland (statice.is); Íslenska sauð kindin 
og saga sauðfjárræktar á Íslandi,  
compiled by Árni Brynjar Bragason; and  
Forystufé á Íslandi by Lárus G. Birgisson, 1994.

 

according to the latest statistics, there are 474,759 
sheep in Iceland, outnumbering the country’s human 
population of 320,661. the average weight for ewes 
71 kg (167 lb) and 96 kg (212 lb) for rams.

FARMIng
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lovIng lobster  

SEAFOOD

the history of catching lobster, or langoustine, off south Ice
land goes back to the 1950s. “they had neither the right 
boats nor the right fishing gear. the first successful attempts 

were made in the 1960s by the crew of Hafbjörg from norðfjörður. 
It often takes outoftowners to point the value out to locals,” says 
Gunnar Ásgeirsson, chair of skinneyÞinganes, of fishermen from 
the east Fjords. Based in Höfn, skinneyÞinganes is now the coun
try’s largest producer of lobster. “It created employment,” Gunnar 
adds of the rise of lobster fishing. “When the herring disappeared in 
the late sixties, the industry’s focus shifted from herring to lobster. 
It didn’t occur to anyone to eat the lobster at the time—all of it 
was exported,” Gunnar remarks. this is still the case. although the 
domestic market is growing with Icelanders having developed an 
appetite for the delicacy and tourists eager to try Icelandic lobster, 
skinneyÞinganes’ main markets for the seafood are spain and 
Canada. 

even though it only accounts for about 10 percent of skinney

Þinganes’ turnover, lobster is its most valuable product per kilo. 
approximately 600 tons of lobster are caught by the company’s 
vessels each year, 50 percent is packed as whole lobster and 50 
percent as tails. the lobster is caught in trawls, pulled along the soft 
and muddy ocean floor, mostly off Hornafjörður but sometimes, as 
the season progresses, as far west as Reykjanes. lobster only 
exists in the waters off south Iceland. tours take 24 to 62 hours, 
depending how successful they prove. Back in Höfn, the catch is 
brought into the processing plant under superchilled conditions 
where the lobster is washed and placed on the plant’s specially
designed production line. Bjarni Ólafur stefánsson, assistant to 
the production manager, demonstrates the production process. 
“the lobster is examined carefully by our employees and all lobster 
that is whole and doesn’t have claws missing or holes in the shell 
is handpacked in boxes, classified according to the size.” after 
packing, the lobster is blast frozen and then stacked in the plant’s 
freezing storage where it awaits export.

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir 

It took Icelanders a long time to discover that lobster is a 
delicacy. Its taste and value is now widely appreciated, 
especially in Höfn, Iceland’s lobster capital.
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there’s always something happening in Iceland. In every time of year 
and region, people find reasons to celebrate. Here are some of the 
highlights.

Arts And design

� Packed with performances and exhibitions, Reykjavík arts  
Festival is the biggest arts event of the year, running from late May 
to early June. listahatid.is

�  throughout the summer, artrelated events take place in north 
Iceland as part of the akureyri art summer. visitakureyri.is

�  at the lunga festival in seyðisfjörður, east Iceland, in July, young 
artists let their light shine. lunga.is

�  In March, the focus is on design with the Reykjavík Fashion  
Festival and designMarch bringing creativity and color to the capital. 
rff.is; icelanddesign.is

�  the biannual sequences, next scheduled for 2015, is a celebra
tion of real time art. sequences.is

Music

n the biggest event of the Icelandic musical calendar is without 
doubt the Iceland airwaves music festival, held in Reykjavík in late 
october 30, early november. icelandairwaves.is

n  Contemporary music is celebrated in the capital during dark  
Music days, in late January and early February. darkmusicdays.is

n  Held for the first time in Reykjavík in February 2013, sónar,  
International Festival of advanced Music and new Media art, is here 
to stay. sonarreykjavik.com

n  the annual International Reykjavík Blues Festival in Reykjavík 
in March has attracted some of the world’s biggest blues legends. 
blues.is 

n  the free music festival aldrei fór ég suður in the West Fjords’s 
capital Ísafjörður at easter is always a hoot. aldrei.is

n  also in Ísafjörður, Við djúpið, a feast of classical music festival, is 
held in late June. viddjupid.is 

n  Meanwhile, chamber music is the focus of Reykjavík Midsummer 
Music in the capital. reykjavikmidsummermusic.com

n  the skálholt summer Concerts are a celebration of classical mu
sic in the old south Iceland bishopric, from late June through early 
august. sumartonleikar.is

n  on the same note, the Reykholt Festival of classical music takes 
place in West Iceland in July. reykholtshatid.is

n  and for something completely different: the eistnaflug heavy 
metal music festival is held in neskaupstaður, east Iceland, in July. 
eistnaflug.is

n  Close by in Borgarfjörður eystri, also in July, is Bræðslan, present
ing a range of musicians. braedslan.is

n  Back to the capital region, the Icelandic Chamber Music Festival 
takes place in Kópavogur in august. musicfest.is

n  the summer ends on a jazzy note for the Reykjavík Jazz Festival 
is celebrated at the end of august. reykjavikjazz.is

The Icelandic festival year is 
packed with diverse events that 
anyone can enjoy.

festIvals 
galore 
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FilM, theAter And dAnce

l  the early autumn is all about film as the popular Reykjavík  
International Film Festival runs from late september to early  
october. riff.is 

l  a celebration of short films and documentaries, Reykjavík shorts 
& docs is held in May. shortsdocsfest.com

l  the skjaldborg festival attracts film lovers to Patreksfjörður in the 
West Fjords and the northern Wave festival to Grundarfjörður, West 
Iceland. northernwavefestival.com; skjaldborg.com

l  the theater festival lÓKal is held in Reykjavík in august and the 
same month, the act alone solo performance festival takes place in 
suðureyri, the West Fjords. lokal.is; actalone.net

l  In late august, it’s time for the Reykjavík dance Festival. 
reykjavikdancefestival.is

culture And sports

u  the Food and Fun culinary festival, where worldrenowned chefs 
whirl up creative dishes made with Icelandic ingredients, is held in 
the capital every year in late February, early March. foodandfun.is

u In June, people are offered to step back in time at the Viking Mar
ket in Hafnarfjörður and observe all sorts of Vikingstyle activities. 
fjorukrain.is

u the biannual landsmót – Icelandic Horse Festival will next take 
place in 2014. landsmot.is

u the annual Medieval days are scheduled at the heritage site Gásir 
outside akureyri in July. gasir.is

u In early august it’s time to get dirty at the european Championship 
in swamp soccer in Ísafjörður, the West Fjords. myrarbolti.com

u the Great Fish day, a free food festival, is celebrated in dalvík, 
north Iceland, the second weekend of august. fiskidagur.muna.is

u Meanwhile, Gay Pride takes place in Reykjavík.  
reykjavikpride.is

u the Reykjavík Culture night and Reykjavík Marathon are always 
held in late august. menningarnott.is; marathon.is

u With chilly autumn winds, it’s cozy to snuggle up on the sofa with 
a book; september is the perfect time for the Reykjavík International 
literary Festival. bokmenntahatid.is

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir
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When the Reykjavík Marathon was first held in 1984, runners were considered a bunch 
of eccentrics. Running has since become a beloved sport among Icelanders.
 

thIrty years of 
runnIng 

a road race was an absolute novelty in Iceland; only two 
other such races existed in the country at that time,” says  
Knútur Óskarsson, one of the founders of the Reykja

vík Marathon. on august 24, 1984, the first Reykjavík Marathon 
kicked off with 281 runners. among participants were around 90 
foreigners. since then, the race has been steadily growing with  
almost 14,300 registrations in 2013, including around 2,000 foreign  
participants—a new record. today, the Reykjavík Marathon  
includes six distances, in addition to the marathon and half mara
thon, a relay race, 10k run, 3k fun run and a children’s run—it’s 
not just for competitive runners but is also a family event. “We are 
proud of the increase of female runners. In 1984, 23 percent of  
participants were women but in 2012, they accounted for 53 per
cent of participants,” comments Reykjavík Marathon executive  
director Frímann ari Ferdinandsson. 

“It’s the biggest running festival in Iceland. I find it very special—
I’ve participated from the start. I’ve watched it grow and it’s always 
a lot of fun,” says Martha ernstdóttir, the only Icelandic female ath
lete to have run a marathon at the olympics, competing for Iceland 
at sydney in 2000. the Reykjavík Marathon, which is held to coin

cide with the Reykjavík Culture Festival in late august, is always a 
fixed event on her calendar. 

the race begins and ends on lækjargata in the heart of Reyk
javík, leading past landmark buildings, through a residential area, 
along the seaside with a view of the open ocean and scenic moun
tains, through a park, a forested valley along a river and all the way 
to Grótta on seltjarnarnes, with a view of a lighthouse and seabirds 
diving into the sea. 

“It’s friendlier, smaller and more rustic than marathons I’ve partic
ipated in abroad. It’s more comfortable, peaceful and not as stress
ful,” comments one of Iceland’s foremost athletes, marathon runner 
Kári steinn Karlsson, the first Icelandic male athlete to compete 
in a marathon at the olympics, placing 42nd at london 2012. “It’s 
an important tradition for me to run at the Reykjavík Marathon ev
ery year.” He has participated in the Reykjavík Marathon 13 times, 
winning the half marathon in 2013. “Foreign runners don’t neces
sarily register to achieve their best time. they come here to experi
ence nature and tackle whatever the weather gods have in store 
for them. It’s part of the atmosphere not to know what to expect.” 

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir 
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from rock and roll 
to classIcal oPera

Gunnar Þórðarson became famous in Iceland with the ‘Ice
landic Beatles’ Hjómar from the town of Keflavík, southwest 
Iceland. His hit song ‘Bláu augun þín’ (‘Your blue eyes’), is 

still a favorite of an entire generation. Gunnar has written hundreds 
of pop songs, but lately he started experimenting with classical  
music and a few years ago he decided to compose an opera. He got 
together with Friðrik erlingsson and they chose the famous tragedy 
of Bishop Brynjólfur, his daughter Ragnheiður, and her teacher daði.

In 1661 the bishop in skálholt demanded that his daughter take 
an oath that she was a virgin and “as free from all dirty deeds as she 
was when she was brought into this world.” nine months later she 
bore a child. this was a real scandal. the child—a boy—was taken 
away from her and she never saw him again. a year later she died 
of some serious epidemic. Her older brother died a few years later 
and the old bishop, having lost all his children, decided to adopt his 
illicit grandson, then six. the boy was extremely bright and lively, but 
at the age of 11 he too got tuberculosis and died. Bishop Brynjólfur 
sveinsson, had lost everything that was dear to him: his wife, seven 
children and his beloved grandson. 

this is an irresistible score for an opera. Ragnheiður, by Gunn
ar Þórðarson and Friðrik erlingsson is based on a real life tragedy  
almost too sad to be true. Brynjólfur was the most learned man in 
Iceland and was chosen bishop at the age of 35, when he could have 
had a career at universities abroad. In 1660 he chose his trusted  
student daði as tutor for his only surviving daughter, Ragnheiður who 
was 18 at the time. 

Rumors started that the teacherpupil relation was too close for de
cency, and Brynjólfur took the illadvised decision to let Ragnheiður 

take the infamous and humiliating oath. the oath was taken in the 
church of skálholt. nobody can ever say whether the oath was true 
or false that day, but the son was born nine months and six days 
later. to add insult to injury, daði the trusted tutor, fathered twins 
by a “lowly working woman,” as the story goes, in skálholt, a year 
before his son with Ragnheiður was born. 

the opera appropriately premiered in skálholt, august 2013. the 
church was packed three times and people left with tears in their 
eyes. Critics loved it, one giving five stars out of five and another 
four and a half. the music of Gunnar Þórðarson, the old pop star, 
was said to be touching and catching. 

In spring 2014, the opera will be staged at Harpa, Iceland’s opera 
house. that performance will be worth a trip to Iceland in itself.

By Benedikt Jóhannesson

What happens when a rock musician composes an opera? The result might be 
something like Jesus Christ Superstar, a series of rock songs connected by a storyline. 
Gunnar Þórðarson chose a completely different way, composing an opera in classical 
style. The public and critics loved it.

 

the men behind the opera: Friðrik Erlingsson the librettist, 
conductor Petri Sakari and composer gunnar Þórðarson.
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Visitors to East Iceland should not miss Skriðuklaustur, a center for archaeology, 
ecology, literature and local food on the doorstep of the highlands.

gateway to skrIðuklaustur 
and snowy mountaIn 

In the green and luscious east Iceland valley Fljótsdalur, where 
glacial river Jökulsá tumbles down from the highlands and 
mouths into the long and deep lagarfljót lake, stands a dis

tinct blackandwhite fairytalelike stone building, and nextdoor, a  
futuristic ecofriendly information center—both with turf roofs. 

tHE ClOIStER
skriðuklaustur is an ancient farm originally known as skriða. In 

1493, a convent and monastery dedicated to the Virgin Mary was 
established on the land, and so the suffix -klaustur (cloister) was 
added to its name. a house of religion, its monks also produced 
literature and provided education, poverty relief and medical aid 
to the public. However, the cloister did not operate for long as in 
1550, Icelanders reformed to lutheranism. 

In august 2012, then Minister of education and Culture Katrín 
Jakobsdóttir formally opened the heritage site at skriðuklaustur 
to the public—the northernmost cloister to have been unearthed 
in europe. the event marked the end of one of the most ex
tensive archaeological projects in Iceland in recent times. It had 
taken a decade to excavate the remains of the much larger and 
more complex buildings than initially expected.

n

n

tOP PHOtO By PÁLL StEfÁNSSON. OtHER 
PHOtOS COuRtESy Of SKRIðuKLAuStuR.

Skriðuklaustur built by author gunnar gunnarsson.
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tRAVEl

tHE CultuRE CEntER
acclaimed Icelandic author Gunnar Gunnarsson (18891975) 
bought skriðuklaustur in 1938. He asked his friend, German archi
tect Fritz Höger, to design a european manor for the land, which 
was built the following year. Gunnar dreamt of operating a large
scale farm at skriðuklaustur but his farming ambitions were never 
realized in full. In 1948, Gunnar donated his house to the Icelandic 
state.

In 1997, the cultural institution Gunnarsstofnun at skriðuklaus
tur was officially established, modeled on the author’s wishes, and 
the culture center opened in 2000. the institution runs an exhibi
tion about Gunnar and his work, along with an exhibition about the 
cloister, and organizes concerts, presentations and other cultural 
events yearround. skriðuklaustur has also hosted an artsinresi
dence program for artists, authors and academics since 1989.

tHE CAFé
Visitors to skriðuklaustur should not leave on an empty stomach. 
after taking in all the information the center has to offer, take a seat 
at Klausturkaffi, a restaurant and café on the ground floor with a 
view of Fljótsdalur valley, and relax with a cup of coffee and a slice 
of the café’s popular stone bramble berry skyr tart.

those hungry for more should try out Klausturkaffi’s lunch buffet, 
emphasizing Icelandic cuisine and local ingredients. the curious 
dishes include reindeer meatballs, cream of wild larch mushroom 
soup and homemade bread with sheep sorrel pesto. on sunny 
days, visitors can enjoy their meals on the veranda, finishing off 
with homemade wild berry or birch ice cream.

tHE nAtuRE CEntER
snæfellsstofa, which opened at skriðuklaustur close to the stone 
building in 2010, is the visitor center marking the eastern border 
of Vatnajökull national Park, covering europe’s largest glacier and 
surrounding areas. designed to harmonize with the environment, 
snæfellsstofa is the first BReeaM (Building Research establish
ment environmental assessment Method) certified building in Ice
land.

the visitor center facilitates an exhibition on the cycle and form
ation of nature, highlighting the interplay between vegetation and 
wildlife in the eastern highlands. Unconventionally, objects on dis
play can be touched and even smelled. located near Road 910 
that leads to snæfell (‘snowy Mountain’), snæfellsstofa is the last 
stop before entering the wilderness.           By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir

vatnajokulsthjodgardur.is, skriduklaustur.is
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We’ve been working hard on the live concerts, practicing 
like crazy,” logi Pedro stefánsson of band Retro stefson 
commented after a playing a gig at the 2012 Iceland air

waves music festival, shortly after the release of their latest album, 
simply called Retro Stefson. and the band’s efforts have clearly 
been paying off. Retro stefson’s infectious mix of what the band 
describes as “the best cocktail of european, southamerican, af
rican and northamerican music,” with influences from electro to 
soul, and their reputation for putting on an extraordinary live show, 
has been garnering fans both in Iceland and abroad. 

Retro Stefson, released internationally by Vertigo/Universal in 
March 2013, quickly reached gold status and a number of the  
singles have climbed the Icelandic music charts. In early 2013, 
the band boasted considerable success, being nominated for the  
nordic Music Prize and taking home three Icelandic Music 
awards—Performer, song and Music Video of the Year—before 
heading off on a 24concert tour of europe. to top things off, lead 
vocalist Unnsteinn Manuel stefánsson closed ella’s show at the 
Reykjavík Fashion Festival in March with the hit ‘Glow.’ next on the 
band’s agenda: a string of shows across europe and the Iceland 
airwaves music festival in october/november.

By Zoë Robert

Formed as a group of school friends in 2006, Retro Stefson have gone on to 
conquer the Icelandic charts and beyond. 

let It glow

MuSIC

PHOtO By GEIR ÓLAfSSON.



the Icelandic sagas (or sagas of the Ice
landers) are Iceland’s greatest cultural 
heritage. Written in the 13th and 14th 

centuries, they feature the colorful lives of 
the settlers and their descendants in the 10th 
and 11th centuries and have remained, to this 
day, an exciting and timeless read about pas
sion and pain, brave heroes and fair maidens, 
love and treachery. scholars have debated 
whether they’re fact or fiction but most peo
ple would agree today that even though the 
sagas may be based on reallife characters 
and historical events to some extent, they’re 
far from an exact documentation of the Com
monwealth era. even so, the sagas do pro
vide an interesting, if partly skewed, picture of 
the lives of the early Icelanders, their culture 
and community. and what’s more, they’re set 
in actual locations in Iceland—many of the 
farms mentioned in the sagas are still inhab
ited today. 

Given the global interest in the Icelandic 
sagas, cultural tourism is growing in Ice
land. Contributing to that growth is the Ice
landic saga trail association, which has set 
up a website listing destinations of interest 
for saga enthusiasts. these include english 
novelist david Mitchell, who recited his expe
rience of the saga trail in The Independent 

in July 2012. “encountering names from the 
saga age endows the stories with delicious 
added reality; it’s like driving past a matter
offact road sign saying ‘narnia 15km.’ You 
experience an uncanny sensation that the 
landscape itself is the parchment on which 
the sagas were inscribed,” he wrote.

Njála (or Njáls saga), by many considered 
the supreme Icelandic saga, is set in south 
Iceland, right around Hvolsvöllur where the 
Icelandic saga Center is based. Housing an 
informative exhibition on the saga and re
lated subjects, the museum also hosts plays 
inspired by the saga and its characters, and 
offers guided excursions to surrounding sites 
mentioned in Njála. these include Hlíðarendi, 
the farm where its main protagonist Gunnar 
Hámundarson lived, and Bergþórshvoll, the 
home of his best friend, the illfated njáll, 
which was burnt down. 

In West Iceland visitors can immerse them
selves in the life of hottempered Viking poet 
egill skallagrímsson of Egla (or Egils saga) 
at the settlement Center in Borgarnes. like 
the saga Center, the settlement Center regu
larly stages plays on saga characters, which 
make the stories all the more tangible. not 
to mention when places like Brákarsund, the 
channel where Þorgerður brák, egill’s nurse, 

was killed by his father, are right outside the 
window. near the town lies egill’s farm Borg 
á Mýrum, where a memorial dedicated to its 
most famous resident stands.

Continuing northwards on the Ring Road, 
saga trailers can drop by the farm Bjarg í 
Miðfirði near Hvammstangi where the unruly 
outlaw Grettir ‘the strong’ Ásmundarson of 
Grettis saga was born and raised. a monu
ment has been erected on the spot where 
Grettir’s mother Ásdís buried his decapitated 
head, handed to her by her son’s assassins. 
Further to the north, at the farm Reykir on 
Reykjaströnd, tours are offered to the island 
drangey on skagafjörður where Grettir lived 
as an outlaw. afterwards, travelers can re
lax in the geothermal pool Grettislaug where 
Grettir rested and warmed up after the chill
ing swim from drangey to the mainland. the 
purpose of this feat was to fetch fire, notably 
at Reykir.

experiencing the locations where the 
Icelandic sagas are set, which readers are 
sure to have envisioned in their mind, is 
an opportunity not to be missed. For other  
museums and destinations worth visiting, 
go to sagatrail.is.

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir

History comes 
alive on the 
Saga Trail.

saga sIte sensatIon 
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Experience the magic of Landmannalaugar. 

doorsteP of the 
hIghlands
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landmannalaugar in the southcentral highlands is the gate
way to the Icelandic highlands. Here starts the famous  
50km/30mile long laugavegur hiking trail to Þórsmörk, near 

glaciervolcano eyjafjallajökull. next door to landmannalaugar you 
can find torfajökull glacier, the Hrafntinnusker geothermal area, and 
over the lodge, which has been in operation since 1951, towers the 
mountain Bláhnjúkur, 1,000 m/3000 ft up into the sky. From the top 
is one of the best panoramic views in the Republic. 

the surrounding mountains display a wide spectrum of colors 
and after a long day's hiking, taking a dip in the natural pool is the 
natural way to relax and enjoy the best Iceland has to offer. 

But beware, you will not be alone! landmannalaugar is a popular 
destination for hikers on planet Iceland, even though it’s only ac
cessible by 4x4s.

By Páll Stefánsson

tRAVEl
PHOtO By PÁLL StEfÁNSSON
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In spite of reading being a widespread 
pastime in Iceland, Forlagið is one of the 
few success stories in Icelandic book 

publishing. In only a few years, the company 
has grown to become the largest publishing 
house in Iceland with publisher Jóhann Páll 
Valdimarsson and managing director egill 
Örn Jóhannsson, his son, earning the title  
Businesspeople of the Year by prestigious 
business magazine Frjáls verslun in 2012. 

“Forlagið publishes about 200 new titles 
annually, which includes translated works of 
literature, and, in addition, there are many re
publications,” says Jóhann. “our policy is to 
publish good books of all genres.” Forlagið 
releases books under the labels JPV, Mál og 
menning, Vaka Helgafell and Iðunn. affec
tion is the driving force behind book publish
ing, Jóhann explains. “I have to be mindful 
to keep my passion and enthusiasm alive 
when running my business. If I’m depressed,  
everything goes downhill. I must make sure 
to spread the love within the company and 
make sure that it’s carried into every book 

that is published. I believe that the reader can 
feel it when he or she touches the book, that 
it’s the result of a labor of love. Without it, the 
book is dead.”

In 2012 a new record of 842 titles appeared 
on the Icelandic market, a large share of 
which hit the stores in the weeks preceding 
the holidays. the Christmas book season, 
jólabókaflóð (‘Christmas book flood’), is a 
special phenomenon in Iceland. In a 2012 
CapacentGallup survey, 67 percent of re
spondents stated they had bought books as 
Christmas presents. “the tradition has its ori
gins in lack of gift merchandise in the years 
of World War II,” reveals Jóhann. “there were 
importation restrictions but book publish
ers obtained paper for printing, often of low 
quality, and met this demand.” the literature 
landscape is changing, yet the Christmas 
market still forms the basis of book publish
ing in Iceland. “even though the percentage 
of books published before the holiday season 
is decreasing it still accounts for 30 percent of 
our turnover. It’s important to us but to some 

Publisher Jóhann Páll Valdimarsson keeps Icelandic book lovers 
supplied and exports the nation’s love of literature. 

other publishers it’s a matter of life and 
death,” states Jóhann. 

Forlagið operates a special division for 
selling publishing rights of Icelandic books 
to foreign publishers. the division has prov
en a success, signing 170 contracts in 2012. 
“the Frankfurt Book Fair in 2011 put the 
spotlight on Iceland.” some 230 Iceland
ic books appeared on the German market 
in connection with the fair. “Germany is the 
most important literature market in europe. 
It’s big and German readers take a keen  
interest in translated novels,” says Jóhann. 
Forty percent of books on the German  
market originate in a different country. 
“When I was young hardly any Icelandic 
books were published in foreign languages. 
there has been a complete turnaround. 
export has become extensive and valu
able to us. Foreign publishers are paying  
attention—they’ve recognized that Icelandic  
authors compare with any foreign authors.” 

   By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir
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Icelandic startup dataMarket signed a sevenyear Usd 4.2 mil
lion agreement with international electronic distributor ProQuest 
in June 2013, following which dataMarket and ProQuest an

nounced the release of ProQuest International datasets in autumn 
2013. their first joint product is to be marketed by ProQuest to 
its thousands of college, university and library partners around the 
globe with the aim of becoming one of the largest collections of 
economic, demographic and social data in the world, accessible to 
millions of faculty, staff and students.

“our goal is to give people one place where they can get the data 
they need to understand the world around them. We are thrilled 
to be bringing together our technology and data collections with 
those of ProQuest, which include U.s. and international census and 
statistical abstracts and the Historical newspapers archive, as well 
as unique resources from oxford economics. this is only the start 
of a longterm partnership, and our shared ambition is to create a 
worldleading gateway to global data and information,” says data
Market founder and Ceo Hjálmar Gíslason. 

ProQuest International datasets is set to bring together complex 

and diverse data from hundreds of sources in one place and one 
format, enabling data to be searched, compared, visualized and 
shared. the resource will combine the full content set and tech
nology architecture from dataMarket along with content from both 
ProQuest and oxford economics’ collection of quantitative and 
qualitative research. the plan is for it to be fully interactive, allowing 
users to create their own charts and reports from diverse sources 
and also embed context and commentary with them. 

dataMarket was founded in 2008 to help business users find and 
understand data, and to help data providers efficiently publish their 
data and reach new audiences. Initially the company focused on 
the Icelandic market by incorporating data from various public in
stitutions, including statistics Iceland, the Central Bank of Iceland, 
the Icelandic directorate of labor, the Icelandic Marine Research 
Institute, national energy authority of Iceland and Registers Ice
land. now dataMarket also provides access to international data 
from eurostat, United nations statistics division, the World Bank 
and the Gapminder Foundation.

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir 

Icelandic startup DataMarket is taking off.

makIng sense 
of data

StAtIStICS

dataMarket founder and Ceo Hjálmar Gíslason.
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Holding conferences is no easy matter. they grow year by 
year so facilities have to grow with them. People like to go to 
interesting and exotic places. Preferably with good weather 

too. that’s why so many conferences are held in cities like Paris, 
san diego and Rome. Until recently, Iceland could not compete 
for conferences over a certain size. there was simply no venue big 
enough. now Reykjavík has the majestic Harpa with its many halls 
and prime location.

When the construction of Harpa began in 2007, the Icelandic mu
sical community had been dreaming about a concert hall for almost 
a hundred years, and fighting for it for half a century. With Harpa, 
this dream was finally set to come true. But in october 2008, at the 
time of the Icelandic economic crash, Harpa was only half com

plete. the crash brought all construction to a standstill and the fu
ture of the project was completely uncertain. the building could well 
have ended as a gigantic symbol of Iceland’s economic collapse, 
an abandoned and silent shell right in the heart of Reykjavík. But 
in early 2009, the Icelandic government and the City of Reykjavík 
made the daring decision, despite difficult financial circumstances, 
to complete the building, and in May 2011 Harpa opened its doors 
to the public. 

In the first two years since the opening, Harpa has received  
almost two million visitors and has hosted over 1,000 events.  
Instead of becoming a symbol of the economic crash, Harpa has 
become a symbol of recovery, a new landmark in Reykjavík and 
stunning feature of the harbor area. so the story of Harpa is not 

PHOtO By PÁLL StEfÁNSSON

CultuRE
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One of Reykjavík’s newest landmarks, the majestic Harpa concert 
and conference center, has helped make Iceland’s capital a viable 
and exciting location for large events of all kinds.  

now you have one more 
excuse to come to Iceland!

only the old story of a dream becoming reality, but it also mirrors the 
history of Iceland in the new century. a building which is not only a 
wonderful venue for concerts, meetings and conferences, but also 
Iceland’s largest outdoor work of art; a harp, playing on the rays of 
light from the sky and the sea, and the music inside.

In 2013 Harpa won the prestigious Mies van der Rohe award for 
architecture. the design is unique, but the most important role of 
the structure is that it is home to the Icelandic symphony orchestra 
and the Icelandic opera. Furthermore, it has already hosted confer
ences of more than 1,000 people, something that was impossible 
before 2011. With halls seating from 200 to 1,800 people, Harpa has 
opened up new possibilities for those who have become bored with 
warmer climates.

By Benedikt Jóhannesson
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djúpivogur is the oldest continuous trading center in Iceland. 
Its history of trading goes back to 1589, at first carried out 
by German merchants, later danes. the town’s oldest house, 

langabúð (‘long store’), was built in 1790, mostly serving as a ware
house. It was presented to djúpivogur as a gift on the town’s 400th 
trading anniversary in 1989, saving it from demolition. langabúð’s 
renovation was completed in 1997 and it now facilitates a museum 
about local sculptor and wood carver Ríkharður Jónsson (1888
1977), memorial center about local politician and former minister 
eysteinn Jónsson (19061993) and a district museum. a café is also 
operated in langabúð, a popular meeting place.

thirtyfour granite sculptures by renowned artist sigurður Guð
mundsson line the pier in Gleðivík at the djúpivogur harbor, each 
of which represents the egg of a bird that breeds in the area. the 
eggs rest on top of pillars that once were part of a fish rendering 
factory. sigurður is not from djúpivogur originally but fell in love with 
the place and now lives there a few months of the year. He wanted 
to give something back to the community and his artwork has gar
nered considerable attention. the size and shape of each sculpture 
corresponds with the egg it represents but the loon egg is the larg
est as the bird is symbolic for the region. Bird watching tours and  
excursions to Papey island can be arranged from djúpivogur.

the Icelandic state bought the farmland teigarhorn by djúpivogur 
in January 2013 to preserve its natural and cultural relics. the land 
is one of the best known locations of zeolites in the world and the 
region’s landmark mountain, Búlandstindur, stands within its borders. 
a historical house, built in 18801882, where merchant níels P. e.  
Weywadt lived with his family, stands at teigarhorn. His daughter 
nicoline Weywadt (18481921) was Iceland’s first female photogra
pher. the land is considered to have great potential for tourism and 
developments in that field are planned by local authorities. teigar
horn is also where the highest temperature has ever been recorded 
in Iceland, 30.5°C (86.9°F) on June 22, 1939.

 By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir 

Visitors to Djúpivogur in Southeast Iceland 
are in for a rich experience. 

hIstory, art 
and nature
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the eggs in gleðivík.
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the harbor at Djúpivogur. 
Mt. Búlandstindur in the background.
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Iceland’s 
one stoP Investment shoP

Providing free liaison services and re
liable information on investment op
portunities and the business environ

ment in Iceland, Promote Iceland is a ‘one 
stop shop’ for foreign investors and organi
zations at all stages of planning and devel
opment. Primarily dedicated to four focus 
sectors—energy intensive, land intensive, 
knowledgebased, and tourism—Promote 
Iceland, of which Invest in Iceland is a part, 
recognizes the importance of diversifying 
the country’s small economy and highlight
ing areas in which Iceland is competitive 
in the world market. “We are focusing on 
areas in which we have something unique 
to bring to the table,” says director Þórður 
H. Hilmarsson. “We want investments to be 
winwin on both sides.”

Iceland has many natural attributes to of
fer growing businesses, green industries, 
venture capitalists and skilled profession
als alike, starting with its physical location. 
smack dab in the middle of the north at
lantic, the country is easily accessible from 
both north america and europe. a direct 
flight from london to Keflavík International 
airport takes only two and a half hours; fly
ing time from new York City is just under 
six. Complementing this strategic position 
is the fact that Iceland enjoys favorable 
trading conditions with both continents, 
having ‘most favored nation status’ with 
the U.s. while also being a member of the 
european economic area (eea) and having 

“tarifffree access to the european Union.” 
Iceland can also boast its status as a world 

leader in stable and sustainable green energy 
production, having an advanced hydro and 
geothermal energy infrastructure already in 
place and substantial resources still left to 
be harnessed. Well ahead of the eU’s goal 
to achieve 20 percent renewable energy con
sumption by 2020, Iceland already derives 
80 percent of its overall energy consumption 
and 100 percent of its electricity consumption 
from renewable resources. 

as the cost of energy rises around the 
world, Iceland is proud of its competitive 
edge in this sector, offering domestic and in
dustrial clients alike lowcost, longterm (10
20 year) contracts. and what may come as a 
surprise to those for whom the volcano eyja
fjallajökull is still a vivid memory, is that the  
reliability of Iceland’s power network is ranked 
first in europe. since  the country’s geother
mal energy resources are generally located in 
areas of heigh seismic activity, active volcanic 
and earthquake zones have been thoroughly 
mapped, allowing energy parks to grow in se
cure locations well outside of hazard areas. 

one of the exciting industries that is grow
ing in Iceland as a direct result of its thriving 
energy sector is data storage. data storage 
is a huge and steadily growing field and data 
storage centers require enormous amounts 
of energy to maintain. It’s estimated that by 
2020, carbon dioxide emissions from data 
centers around the world will exceed that of 

InVEStMEnt
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the airline industry. as such, locating data 
centers in a country with vast renewable en
ergy stores is not only a costeffective solu
tion, but also an environmentally responsible 
one. Iceland’s temperate yearround climate 
and abundance of cold water also provides 
data centers with free yearround cooling—
a valuable incentive for an industry in which 
cooling costs make up at least half of its 
energy expenses. two notable international 
data storage companies, Verne Global and 
advania, have already established flourish
ing operations in Iceland, but there is still 
plenty of room for expansion in this indus
try, with smaller clean data storage startups 
such as GreenQloud also experiencing high 
levels of success after establishing their cen
ters here. 

data storage centers are a strong example 
of the environmentallyfriendly, valueadded 
industries that Iceland is eager to attract, 
says Þórður: small to medium companies 
which will benefit from Iceland’s unique re
sources while also bringing valuable jobs 
and new knowledge to the country. But it’s 
just one of many industries which have been 
making use of the multiple energy streams 
from the country’s geothermal resources. 
Production of ‘green’ methanol (CRI) high
tech greenhouse for production of growth 
factors for cosmetics and pharmaceuticals 
(orf Genetics) and largescale fish farming 
(stolt seafarm) are all recent examples of the 
variety of projects established by foreign in

vestors or through cooperation between for
eign and local investors.

and then there’s the film and television in
dustry. a wide variety of productions are ac
tively taking advantage of Iceland’s incredible 
atmospheric scenery, as well as the straight
forward incentive scheme which reimburses 
20 percent of costs incurred during produc
tion in Iceland. Recent works filmed in Ice
land include Ridley scott’s extraterrestrial 
thriller Prometheus, Clint eastwood’s WWII 
epic Flags of Our Fathers, Batman Begins, 
and HBo’s Game of Thrones. 

Going forward, Þórður notes that Iceland 
will continue to strengthen and expand cur
rent industries, such as tourism. But it will 
also pursue a wide range of new and inno
vative export markets, producing commod
ities that range from carbon fiber and green 
chemicals to algae and organic produce. In 
each of these instances, Iceland will depend 
on its human resources—its own highly edu
cated and motivated workforce, as well as the 
skilled professionals and foreign specialists 
who come to Iceland to work. this collabora
tion between locals and foreigners promises 
to be a boon for Iceland in the future, Þórður 
says, bringing new knowledge and exper
tise into the country while also providing a 
fresh perspective on Iceland’s many unique 
qualities. “It's so rewarding to look at Iceland 
through the eyes of foreigners,” he says, “to 
discover our strengths through them.” 

By Larissa Kyzer
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volcano 

the first thing that came to mind after watching director Rúnar 
Rúnarsson’s first fulllength feature film, awardwinning drama Vol-

cano (Eldfjall), was how very Icelandic it was. not because of the vol
cano—contrary to what one might think when hearing the title, it’s not 
a nature catastrophe film—but because of Hannes, the main character, 
brilliantly portrayed by theódór Júlíusson. 

Hannes is the embodiment of the older generation of Icelandic men, 
the silent farmers and fishermen who keep all their emotions tightly 
wrapped up in a knot inside them and never discuss their feelings. In
stead they express their unhappiness by acting coolly towards their 
families, emitting authority at their workplaces and would rather end 
their lives than have anyone discover that they have a soft spot. 

the only direct connection with a volcano is the opening scene of 
the 1973 eruption on Heimaey in Vestmannaeyjar from where Hannes 
and his wife anna had to escape with their young children. Hannes and 
anna made a home for themselves in Reykjavík and although both of 
them would have liked to move back to Heimaey, Hannes decided their 
children would have more opportunities in the capital. 

therefore, Hannes had to give up his life as a fisherman and work as 
a janitor, which, although never spelled out, seems to be the source of 
his unhappiness. However, working still gave his life some meaning and 
upon retiring, Hannes struggles with finding a purpose in life. Hannes 
has a small boat and when out on the open ocean, fishing, one can 
sense that he is free, in his element, while inside his house, he seems 
to be trapped. 

Hannes’ grown children despise the man their father has become 
and how he treats their mother and only after overhearing them talking 
about him does he think about changing his ways. It’s heartwarming to 
see how the relationship between Hannes and anna is rekindled but 
just as heartbreaking to see how shortlived that period turns out to be 
when anna suddenly falls ill. against the wish of his children, Hannes 
decides to care for anna at home. 

Volcano was awarded as Best Film at the 2012 eddas, the Icelandic 
Films and television award.

 By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir

IcelandIc movIes: dramatIc, vIolent and mIraculous 

Icelandic filmmakers are constantly 
exploring new avenues, touching 
upon sensitive subjects, portraying 
gangsters of the underworld and 
amazing survival stories.
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cIty state

Released in october 2011, City State (Borgríki) by director Ólafur 
Jóhannesson features a star league of actors, both Icelandic and for
eign. British actors Jonathan Pryce (Pirates of the Caribbean, Tomor-
row Never Dies, Evita) and Philip Jackson (Little Voice, My Week With  
Marilyn) play supporting roles as the U.K. ‘business partners’ of Ice
landic gangster Gunnar, portrayed by Ingvar e. sigurðsson (Jar City, 
Angels of the Universe). 

Gunnar is striving to protect his ‘business’ in drugs and prostitution 
from wannabe gangster Ingólfur (Björn Hlynur Haraldsson) and serbian 
mechanicturnedcriminal sergej (Zlatko Krickic), who has the Balkan 
mafia on his side. Gunnar, however, has the Icelandic police on his side. 
a corrupt superior at the Reykjavík Metropolitan Police’s drug depart
ment, Margeir (sigurður sigurjónsson), likes to call in favors at Gunnar’s 
brothel. this is of major inconvenience to Margeir’s detectives andrea 
(Ágústa eva erlendsdóttir) and Rúnar (Björn thors)—who are having an 
affair—as they are trying hard to bust the gangsters. When put under 
strain, Margeir trades in their safety for his benefits. 

this is perhaps not an original storyline for a crime thriller but I like the 
format of the film in that it tells the story from four different angles. the 
focus shifts between Gunnar, sergej, Margeir and andrea so that the 
viewers obtain a deeper understanding of their characters and motives 
and come to understand that nothing is blackandwhite. there is no 
clear line between the good and bad guys. 

of the four stories, sergej’s is the most touching. He is an immigrant 
trying to make a decent living, looking forward to the birth of his first 
child. sergej then gets tangled up in the drug trade and is molested in 
front of his wife, resulting in her having a miscarriage. Griefstricken, he 
seeks vengeance and progresses further into the underworld, beyond 
the point of no return. the best part of this film is Krickic’s performance, 
which is particularly convincing. With no formal training in acting, he 
came to Iceland to play football. He turned out to have a talent for act
ing and ended up in the movies, until now playing minor parts. 

City State has its weaknesses and failed to wow me, yet kept my 
interest through an interesting format of storytelling and in humanizing 
its characters, presenting them not as onedimensional but rather as 
people capable of doing both good and bad, being tough and vulner
able at the same time. I cannot pass judgment on whether City State 
gives an accurate picture of the Icelandic underworld, but that is irrel
evant. What matters is that as a piece of fiction it provides viewers with 
entertainment and food for thought to boot.

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir

the deeP

The Deep (Djúpið) by Icelandic director Baltasar Kormákur, recounts 
the 1984 sinking of a fishing trawler in the forbidding seas off Vest

mannaeyjar, south of Iceland, and the remarkable survival of one of its 
crew members. that survivor was Guðlaugur Friðþórsson (portrayed 
by the mighty Ólafur darri Ólafsson) and his ability to survive—against 
all odds—the freezing temperatures and rough seas. that winter night 
made him not only a national hero but the subject of international sci
entific interest. 

the film paints a picture of life in the fishing village of Vestmannaey
jabær; husbands and sons coming and going, their families anxious 
for their return after long days and nights spent out at sea. In fishing 
villages around the country, many people know someone who has lost 
a friend or family member to the turbulent seas off Iceland. 

three of the five crewmembers escaped the sinking vessel but only 
Guðlaugur managed to swim the five to six kilometers to shore, and af
ter having spent the same number of hours in 5ºC (41°F) seas, climbed 
up the rocky cliffs and made his way, barefoot over snowcovered lava, 
into town. 

the muchanticipated film was credited with treating the subject 
matter with humbleness and for not overdramatizing the events. 

I wasn’t aware of Guðlaugur’s story when I went to see the film, which 
was a disadvantage when watching the scene where the three men 
who manage to escape the sinking trawler cling to the side of the boat 
until it disappears into the depths of the ocean. one of the three men 
dies shortly after, leaving Guðlaugur alone with the captain. they con
tinue talking, trying to keep each other’s spirits up, as they swim. Most 
people are said to be able to survive for around 20 minutes in such 
conditions and sure enough, Guðlaugur is soon the sole survivor. the 
men seem to be clinging to the boat for so long, alone in the dark. For 
audiences who are not familiar with the story, this part may drag on a 
little too long, unsure of what will happen next. once I made the con
nection to the real life story, though, I appreciated this part as much as 
the rest for depicting the solitude, and the loss of sense of time; those 
hours must have felt like days. Guðlaugur, who was just 22 years old 
when the accident occurred, was hailed a hero at the time. still today, 
his story and that of his fellow crewmembers continues to inspire. 

The Deep was awarded as Best Film at the 2013 eddas, the Icelandic 
Film and television awards.

  By Zoë Robert 

IcelandIc movIes: dramatIc, vIolent and mIraculous 
MOVIES
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IcelandIc Poetry (c. 870-2007) 

Bernard scudder was a poet and the most gifted translator of Ice
landic literature into english,” starts Joe allard in his introduction 

to Icelandic Poetry (c.870-2007) in translations of Bernard scudder 
selected, edited and introduced by Joe allard and sigrún Á. eiríks
dóttir. 

and there is nothing more to say. 
I was so lucky to work with Bernard scudder (19542007) for a 

couple of years, 20 years ago. 
Born in Canterbury, he read english literature at York University. In 

1977, he went to study the Icelandic language at Reykjavík Univer
sity, after which he worked as a reporter, and deputy editor for Iceland 
Review magazine for a couple of years. later he became member of 
the editorial team that produced the Complete Sagas of Icelanders in 
english translation in 1997. 

In addition to his medieval translations, Bernard had a passion for 
contemporary poetry and fiction. His translations of prize winning 
novels included Þór Vilhjálmsson’s Justice Undone (1995), Guð berg
ur Bergsson’s The Swan (1997), einar Már Guðmundsson’s Angels of 
the Universe (1995) and Þórarinn eldjárn’s The Blue Tower (1999). He 

also translated the works of crime author arnaldur Indriðason. 
What surprised me the most, working with Bernard, was that he 

spoke better Icelandic than I did, a native Icelander, after only seven 
years in Iceland. 

He was a poet, a good poet, and in between works he translated 
Icelandic poems—for fun it seemed. and now at last, after his sudden 
death, the book Icelandic Poetry (c. 870-2007) is out. 

the book is a gem to all those who like poetry and Icelandic culture. 
the first poem in the book is from c. 870, The Prophecy (Völuspá), 

eddic Poetry by anonymous. 

A hearing I ask 
of all humankind, 
the higher and lower 
kin of Heimdall; 
They, Father of the Fallen, 
wanted me to recount 
the ancient deeds of heroes 
I recall from time’s dawn. 

the last poem is The Trap Snaps Shut (Gildran lokast) from 2007, by 
sveinn snorri sveinsson 

....Then I smiled back 

When I was about 
to release his hand 
and proceed on my way 

the devil grinned 
and told me to wait a minute 

he squeezed, and I 
winced. 

there are 1,137 years between these poems—and you have hundreds 
more in this great book of close to 400 pages of wisdom, fun, and God. 

this book is good.  
 

By Páll Stefánsson

IcelandIc books:
lyrIcal, futurIstIc and magIcal  
The English-language market is increasingly embracing 
Icelandic literature. Here are three very different books that 
were recently published in English. 
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In LoveStar (originally published in Iceland in 2002) author andri snær 
Magnason shares with us his view of the future in this crazy Brave 

New World meets Futurama scifi novel, which won an honorary prize at 
the prestigious 2013 U.s. Philip K. dick science Fiction award. 

andri snær isn’t strictly a scifi writer. I’m not sure he fits into any 
genre unless there’s one for good authors. or perhaps one for envi
ronmentalist authors. andri snær told me once in an interview that his 
goal is to “betray his audience” in that he jumps genres. He has written 
poetry, children’s literature and nonfiction, all to critical acclaim, and 
what they have in common are environmental references. 

In LoveStar, electromagnetic waves have messed up the instinctive 
navigation system of animals so that arctic terns start nesting in Paris 
and bees invade Chicago. a mad scientist who calls himself lovestar 
(although probably not the author’s intention, I keep seeing founder of 
deCode Genetics Kári stefánsson as lovestar) and his team study the 
waves animals use to communicate and discover the key to true love. 

Building a business empire on pairing people up, lovestar sets up 
his headquarters inside the distinct Hraundrangi mountain in the rural 
Öxnadalur valley in north Iceland where on the outside, the countryside 
seems as idyllic and peaceful as ever. Having conquered love, lovestar 
expands into marketing death. through lovedeath people can choose 
to literally be sent to heaven for the afterlife by space rockets. 

Gradually, life on the entire planet is taken over by lovestar’s empire, 
controlled from his headquarters in Öxnadalur. People lose their free 
will and all ambition in life as it is dictated for them. Finding a partner 
is pointless because lovestar guarantees everyone their one true love. 
Parents don’t have to bother with raising their kids properly because 
if they fail they can order a clone of the child and start all over again. 

so what happens if someone rebels against the system? 
the protagonist of the story, Indriði (who reminds me of Fry in  

Futurama), believes to have found the love of his life on his own  
accord, is happy with his darling sigríður and refuses to give her up just 
because some computer says he should. simply put, LoveStar is their 
story, of their fight against the system and for a better world. and the 
question is, can they save it from destruction? 

I read LoveStar as a comedy but surprisingly, it also has a serious 
undertone and leaves one with food for thought. not being an avid fan 
of the scifi genre, I enjoyed LoveStar mostly for andri snær’s brilliant 
writing. Judging by the reaction from the U.s. scifi elite, it looks like it 
struck a chord with them too. I’d say it’s safe to recommend for all liter
ary connoisseurs. 

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir

 

On the Cold Coasts (originally published as Galdur in Iceland in 
2000) by Vilborg davíðsdóttir appeared in english in 2012, in a 

Kindle edition as part of an Icelandic literature series published by 
amazon Crossing. 

In 1420, teenager Ragna gives birth to a son out of wedlock, the 
result of an encounter with a shipwrecked englishman. this brings 
an end to her upper class family’s plans to marry her off to Þorkell, a 
young man of equal estate. subject to condemnation from the church 
and community as a single mother, Ragna is no longer considered 
marriage material. she is frustrated at her position in society when 
the new bishop in north Iceland, the halfenglish John Williamsson 
Craxton, offers to hire her as housekeeper at the bishopric Hólar and 
to educate her son. to her delight, her family agrees. at Hólar Ragna’s 
and Þorkell’s paths cross again. after their engagement was broken 
off, he pursued theological studies and became a priest, serving as 
assistant to the new bishop. Þorkell puts their reencounter down to 
destiny. not all of his ambitions are particularly Christian and Ragna 
find that he has cast a spell on her. 

Vilborg is known for carrying out extensive research before writ
ing her historical novels, which are often based on real events and 
characters. On the Cold Coasts reads like an authentic description 
of 15th century Iceland, a repressed danish colony at the edge of the 
world. trading in fish was undermined when the english and other 
nations sent their own vessels to fish off the country’s shores. How
ever, many a fisherman lost his life to the unpredictable weather. the 
storm would smash ships against rocks, tear them apart, scattering 
the timber, crew and cargo across beaches. If possible, the survivors 
were nursed—sometimes resulting in love children—and the remains 
of the ship and cargo looted. 

On the Cold Coasts is a love story in the backdrop of the culture 
clash and struggle with the english, the constraints of religion and 
etiquette and blind ambition, garnished with historical details and de
scriptions of the north Icelandic landscape.

By Eygló Svala Arnarsdóttir

lovestar
on the cold 
coasts 

BOOKS
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•	 Iceland is the 16th largest island in the world, 103,000 sq. 
km (38,000 sq. miles). only Madagascar, Britain and Cuba 
are larger single independent island states. 

•	 ten percent of Iceland is covered by glaciers, including 
Vatnajökull, the largest in europe. there you have Iceland’s 
highest peak, volcano Hvannadals hnjúkur, at 2,110 m 
(6,923 ft).

•	 More than 30 volcanoes have erupted in Iceland over the 
past two centuries, Hekla the most famous before the 
eyja fjallajökull eruption in 2010, which left thousands in 
europe and north america stranded for two weeks.

•	 the population of Iceland is about 320,000, eight percent 
of whom are foreignborn. about three out of four people 
live in the capital area. 

•	 Close to 900,000 travelers visit the country annually, almost 
three times the local population. 

•	 the first traveler and person to settle permanently in Iceland 
was norwegian Viking Ingólfur arnarson, who settled in a.d. 
874 and named his home Reykjavík, now the capital of the 
Republic.

•	 In June 1944, Iceland finally became independent from den
mark. the country is governed by the alþingi parliament, 
whose members are elected every four years. 

•	 sigmundur davíð Gunnlaugsson is Iceland’s prime minister 
since May 2013. the president, Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson, is 
serving his fifth fouryear term, first elected in 1996.

•	 Icelanders maintain a patronymic naming system, which 
means that someone’s first name is followed by his or her 
father’s name and the suffix son or dóttir.

By Páll Stefánsson 

Facts about Iceland.

30 + volcanoes
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eruption on Fimmvörðuháls 2010.
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wElCOME tO nORtH AMERICA In ICElAnD
 
almannagjá, the 8km (5mile) long fissure at Þingvellir national Park, 
both marks the eastern boundary of the north american plate and 
the western boundary of the eurasian plate. Þingvellir is only 50 km 
(30 miles) east of Reykjavík, Iceland’s capital.
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Promote Iceland  
sundagörðum 2, Is104 Reykjavík. tel +354 511 4000  Fax +354 511 4040 
info@promoteiceland.is www.promoteiceland.is 

 


